
MINUTES OF DECEMBER 3, 2018 FMS PTSA MEETING 
 

• PTSA Announcements 
o The PTSA's online spirit wear fundraising sale is open through December 7 at 10 

AM.  View the online store at http://ptsahastings.org/logo-wear/.  Orders will be 
available for local pick-up beginning on December 7. 
 

• SEPTA Announcements 
o The SEPTA carnival that was postponed this fall will be rescheduled for either 

June 1 or 2, depending on field availability. 
o Save the date:   

§ January 22, 2019, 7PM – SEPTA's Annual Review Education Night will 
provide guidance on handling the annual review process 

§ February 9, 2019, 7PM – SEPTA Trivia Night Fundraiser 
o SEPTA and FMS administrators are discussing students' transition from Hillside 

to FMS and plan to continue the dialogue and SEPTA will assist with a survey to 
gather information from families about positives aspects of the transition and 
areas that could be improved. 
 

• Presentation by Arianna Grassia on available library resources 
o Ms. Grassia's presentation is available here:  

https://prezi.com/ro37jog37zch/fmshhs-library-
mission/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy 

o Overview of library program at FMS/HHS 
§ Ms. Grassia stated that her mission is for the library to be the core/hub of 

the school community, to serve as a resource for students, and to offer 
students a place to work collaboratively and individually.  

o Activities include the following: 
§ Noodle Tools – A bibliography app that is being rolled out slowly to HHS 

students. 
§ Media literacy – Fifth graders participate in a five lesson unit on decoding 

media messages, which continues in the sixth grade library skills class. 
§ Independent reading – Ms. Grassia assists eighth and ninth graders with 

choosing independent reading books ("IRB"), offers independent book 
talks; and support curriculum by coordinating with classroom teachers. 

o Library data: 
§ 300-350 unique visitors per day (100+ students before and after school). 
§ 30-50 reference questions fielded per day. 
§ 70% of students sampled report checking out books 1-5 times per month. 
§ In response to the question of what keeps kids from reading for pleasure: 

50% responded that they have too much required school reading and 35% 
responded that they are busy with after school activities like sports, tutors, 
music, and other activities. 

§ To uncover students' interest Ms. Grassia talks to students one-on-one; 
reviews circulation statistics; conducts surveys; and asks ELA teachers. 

§ How students use library:  
• Scheduled visits – Grade 5 
• Grade 6 – library skills class 
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• Grade 7 – IRB selection; assistance with citations and 
bibliographies 

• Grade 8 – IRB selection 
• HHS – education about plagiarism and proper citations and Ms. 

Grassia assists AP and SUPA classes with research 
o Ms. Grassia is planning an evening classroom on books for parents and children 

during which she will distribute new titles and research on independent reading 
and inspiring children to read.  Ms. Grassia was inspired to organize the evening 
classroom by a parent who scheduled a conference with her to obtain book 
recommendations. 

o Questions: 
§ A parent asked about students coming to library and using their phones.  

• Ms. Grassia and Ms. Kipper responded that students can't go to 
their lockers in the morning so it would be difficult to enforce a 
cell phone ban and after school students are waiting for parents to 
pick-up and often need their phones.   

• Ms. Kipper explained that administrators previously tried to ban 
phones while students are in the building and couldn't enforce the 
ban in the morning and afternoon. 

§ Multiple attendees complemented Ms. Grassia and commented about how 
she forges connection with students and how she has inspired many 
students to read. 

§ Ms. Grassia also noted that she has many resources and book lists to share 
and interested parents should reach out.  She also mentioned that many 
older students still enjoy being read to and a way to inspire children to 
read is to increase familial reading and reading out loud. 
 

• Announcements 
 

o Bond Process:  Board of Education member Tim Baer explained that a bond 
process is underway and the Board of Education hosted a community forum last 
week to discuss the bond (the BOE's slides from that forum are available at 
https://www.hohschools.org/cms/lib/NY01913703/Centricity/Domain/4/Commun
ity%20Bond%20Forum%20Presentation%2011_29_2018.pdf and the forum can 
be viewed on channel 77 (FIOS channel 27) (the schedule is available at 
http://whoh-tv.info/external_schedule/simple_day_schedule/2)). The BOE is 
hoping to bring the bond to a vote in late February with a target amount of 
$17.3M, which would result in a 2.3% tax increase for homeowners. 

§ Mr. Baer suggested that parents watch the forum to answer their questions 
about the bond.  He explained that the Hasting BOE research the amount 
of money invested in schools over the past decade in Hastings as 
compared to surrounding school districts and found that Hastings has 
spent $19 million as compared to an average of $50+ million each in 
Dobbs, Irvington and Ardsley).  He stated that he believes that we have 
the capacity to get the bond passed and that the work that’s needed is 
significant.  One of the projects included in the bond is renovations to the 
FMS auditorium to make it into a usable space for the middle school. 
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§ Mr. Baer also stated that he'd like to hear from parents who aren't in 
support of the bond to understand their viewpoint and to attempt to 
address their concerns and to demonstrate the long term benefits for the 
schools, kids, and community 

§ BOE Member Lauren Berman stated that a second forum will take place at 
Hillside on December 10 at 6:30 PM 

§ BOE member Lisa Litvin added that the BOE hasn't decided yet what to 
include in the bond and currently is discussing repairs to all schools, 
renovations to the FMS auditorium, and an addition to Hillside, and stated 
that the purpose of forums is to determine what the community believes 
should be included. 

§ Mr. Baer stated that the BOE must make its final proposal 45 days prior to 
a vote on the bond. 

 
o Incidents of Bias 

§ Ms. Kipper stated that students discovered what appeared to be an etching 
of a swastika on a bathroom door.  She noted that unfortunately it is very 
hard to find out who did it and why.  She explained that upon the 
discovery, she and Chris Keogh examined the etching and discussed 
whether it was a swastika or another symbol; called the police; took 
pictures; began an investigation; and informed parents and teachers.  She 
stated that the building is open and houses after school programs so while 
she can't rule out that the etching was made by an FMS student, it's also 
possible that it was not.  In addressing such incidents, the school's goal is 
to educate students and to do so the school is bringing in Judith Altman, a 
Holocaust survivor to speak to seventh and eighth graders.  Hearing 
personal stories helps students make connections and makes the events 
more real to them.  

§ A parent asked why fifth and sixth graders won't be included and Ms. 
Kipper responded that the program isn't developmentally appropriate for 
them.  The parent also asked for resources to discuss such issues with 
children and Mr. Keogh suggested Facing History and Ourselves, which 
has resources to engage students in discussions about racism, prejudice, 
and antisemitism (facinghistory.org). 
 

o Dismissal Requirements 
§ Ms. Kipper explained that enhanced security procedures require that 

visitors must present photo ID to the security guard to obtain a visitors 
pass.  She also reminded parents that student only may be dismissed to 
individuals who are listed as emergency contacts so please periodically 
update your emergency contacts. This can be done through the parent 
portal and parents can contact Mr. Keogh or Michelle Porter for 
assistance. 
 

o Transition to FMS discussion 
§ Ms. Kipper stated that the administration has heard that the transitions 

from Hillside to FMS and between grades at FMS are challenging.  Marisa 
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Silverstein previously created user guides to the fifth and sixth grade that 
are distributed to parents at orientation and available here and here. 

§ Ms. Kipper stated that administrators have created a survey to circulate to 
students and get information about the transition and to discuss ways to 
ease the transitions.  PTSA volunteers will be involved in the process.  If 
there are specific items that you'd like included in the survey, please 
contact Ms. Kipper or Mr. Keogh. 
 

o Judith Altman presentation 
§ Mr. Keogh stated that FMS is working with the Holocaust and Human 

Rights Education Center to bring Judith Altman, a highly recommended 
speaker and Holocaust survivor, who is passionate about keeping history 
alive, to speak to FMS seventh and eighth graders.  She's coming to FMS 
on December 10 and the presentation is being funded by a PTSA grant. 
 

o Science circus 
§ Mr. Keogh also stated that the PTSA funded a "science circus" for fifth 

graders on December 3 that was very successful. 
  

o Alvin Ailey school performance – On December 14, dancers from the Alvin 
Ailey school will be performing at FMS and students interested in dance will have 
the opportunity to meet and speak to the dancers. 
 

o Club Fair – This Thursday, December 6, FMS will hold its first-ever club fair.  
FMS administrators are encouraging students to set a goal to join a club in 2019 
and on December 6 representatives from each club will have booths set up during 
lunch and recess to answer questions and promote their clubs. 


